
 

Store Human Resources Manager 分店人力資源經理 

 

WHY WE WILL LOVE YOU  
You are… 

 Experienced in working in a management role and/or the HR field preferably in Retail industry 

 Having a proven experience in combining both process and results orientation successfully  

 With a customer-focused mindset  

 Experienced in creating and implementing mid-term plans, setting budgets and following up 

goals  

 With a proven experience of being a valuable contributor to business unit results  

 Self-reliant and motivated with proven ability to work as part of a team as well as independently  

 Experienced in supporting managers in resolving performance and other people management 

issues  

 Able to quickly gain and apply knowledge of the local markets and labour conditions  

 Able to identify need for and drive changes within the organization 

 With an effective communication and relationship management experience  

 Experienced in working as a coach and/or mentor with strong facilitating skills  

 Able to communicate confidently and clearly in English 

 

 

 

WHAT YOU WILL BE DOING DAY TO DAY 
 Ensure the people strategy, global principles/guidelines and relevant business plans are align 

with the local HR action plan that is operationally implemented 

 Influence store management team to continuously develop local leadership capabilities within 

their function according to business needs 

 Support the building of local business competence by setting and working on relevant goals, 

together with the store managers 

 Responsible for identifying and driving the opportunities to develop the relevant offer of IKEA 

as a local employer 

 Ensure that IKEA is locally known as an attractive place to work and positioned as the preferred 

employer in the defined local market for every function 

 Ensure local employer communication is consistent, well perceived and builds on the IKEA 

brand 

 Together with the store management team, secure an up-to-date succession process and plan 



 

by influencing the managers in taking the lead with special focus on talents and high-

performing potentials 

 Be a good example of IKEA leadership in ways that express the IKEA values within and outside 

IKEA, and together with the store management team help to safeguard and promote the IKEA 

Culture 

 Together with Business Navigation & Operations Manager, deliver a local staff cost budget 

which secures a diverse, appropriate co-worker structure and meets the defined business and 

productivity goals in the store  

 Create and implement a co-worker relations plan that effectively manages all local interactions 

with co-worker and ensures that all areas in the store work with the labor relations principles 

and uphold local, country/company policies, procedures and laws 

 
TOGETHER AS A TEAM  

 To build and retain a long-lasting relationship with new and existing customers in a 

multichannel retail environment 

 

 

WHY YOU WILL LOVE US 
From the deep forests in Sweden, we have spread our culture and values around the world. At the heart 

of our offer are our beautiful home-furnishing products and solutions, made with care for our planet, 

reaching millions of customers. At the heart of our business, are our wonderful co-workers 

representing diversity in all dimensions and passionate for life at home. We all contribute with our 

uniqueness and we want to grow and develop together. Our vision, “to create a better everyday life for 

the many people” inspires and guides us in everything we do. This is IKEA.  

 

WHAT WE ALL HAVE IN COMMON  

 Living our values  

 Being your unique self, while respecting and including others  

 A passion for home furnishing  

 Performing & delivering while learning & developing  

 Having fun!  


